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Abstract. Motifs of Transcription Factor Binding Sites (TFBS) in DNA are 

commonly represented by the Position Weight Matrices (PWM). Recently Al-

amanova et al. devised a method for creating PWMs of transcription factors us-

ing 3D structure-based computation of protein-DNA free binding energies. We 

modify Alamanova et al. approach using volume-fraction corrected DFIRE-

based energy function (DDNA3) as a model of protein-DNA interaction. The 

resulting new PWM matrices for NF-κB family show similarity to TRANSFAC 

matrices and comparable predictive capabilities. Presented approach is general 

and applicable to any TF for which crystallographic structure of its complex 

with DNA is available. 
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1 Introduction 

NF-κB family is one of the most important Transcription Factor (TF) families 

in eukaryotic cells. It takes part in regulation of innate immunity, in carcinogenesis, 

and interacts with other important families such as p53 and HSF. Understanding of 

transcription regulation of NF-κB is important not only for biology but also for medi-

cine. On the other hand, developing novel bioinformatics, physical modeling and 

evolutionary analysis tools and techniques applicable to NF-κB and its targets, will 

significantly aid research on other transcription factor families.  

DNA-binding site models exist for about 500 vertebrate TFs and about 900 

known Transcription Factor Binding Sites (TFBS) in human and 700 in mouse. Total 

number of binding sites in the multicellular genomes could be at least an order of 

magnitude higher than the number of coding genes [1]. Motifs in DNA are commonly 

represented by the Position Weight Matrices (PWM) and Phylogenetic Motif Models 

(PMM). PWM scanners score subsequences in the DNA data with respect to their 

similarity to the TFBS profile, as coded in the PWM. The simple scheme that is 

commonly used assumes an additive contribution from each position towards the 

score. Experimentally derived PWM models of TFBS profiles are usually deposited in 

Jaspar [2] of TRANSFAC [3] databases.  Recently Alamanova et al. [4] devised a 
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method for creating PWMs of transcription factors using 3D structure-based computa-

tion of protein-DNA free binding energies. The atomistic detail model of TF-DNA 

interaction would depend on the knowledge of relative spatial configuration of TF 

amino acids and DNA bases upon binding and a method to evaluate compatibility and 

strength of TF-DNA interaction. Increasing although still limited number of high 

quality crystallographic models of TF-DNA complexes deposited in the PDB data-

base allow for detailed study of binding modes and details of contact interfaces. Some 

recent works report successful structure based predictions of TF binding sites in 

DNA. Molecular modeling methods require only the 3D structure of the TF-DNA 

complex. The binding specificity to given DNA motif can be predicted by molecular 

dynamics [5, 6], protein-DNA docking [7] or knowledge-based statistical potential 

[8]. Alamanova et al. successfully applied such methodology to create PWM matrices 

of NF-κB family namely p50p50, p50RelB and p50p65 dimers. Homology modeling 

can be used for TF-DNA complexes for which crystallographic data is not yet availa-

ble. The original Alamanova et. al approach was implemented as 3DTF web-server 

available at http://cogangs.biobase.de/3dtf/  [4, 9]. Physical models are a natural in-

termediate stage between purely bioinformatics-based models and experimental tech-

niques such as ChIP-Chip or ChIP-Seq.  

We modified Almanova approach using volume-fraction corrected DFIRE-based 

energy function DDNA3 [8] as a model of protein-DNA interaction. The resulting 

new PWM matrices for NF-κB family show similarity to TRANSFAC matrices and 

comparable predictive capabilities. 

2 Methods 

2.1 Knowledge based protein-DNA potentials 

 

In contrast with physics-based potentials we used before to describe protein-ligand 

interaction [10], the area of protein-DNA interaction analysis in dominated by 

knowledge-based or statistical potentials. The thermodynamic statistical potential 

mimics the free energy of binding taking into account the protein-DNA interface con-

tact distances and the chemical atom types.  

Statistical potential developed by Robertson and Varani [11] was previously used 

by Alamanova et al. to obtain PWM matrices for NF-κB family [4]. The probability 

of an interatomic contact is expressed in terms of the likelihood of observing a partic-

ular distance between a protein and a DNA atom in a native-like complex. The loga-

rithm of this probability of correctness P(C|D) of the interatomic distances describes 

the Gibbs free energy of the complex [11]: 

 ( ) ( )ln ln , ,
P DN N

ij i j

i j

G P C D P C d t t≈ − = −∑∑  (1) 
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where D is the set of atomic distances dij between the interface atoms, ti and tj corre-

spond to the chemical types of the atoms, NP and ND represent the number of protein 

and DNA atoms in the complex. The probability of an individual atomic contact is 

modeled as the likelihood of observation of a separation dij between atoms ti and tj in 

a native-like protein-DNA complex: 

 ( ) ( )
( )
( )

, ,
, ,

, ,

ij i j

ij i j

ij i j

P d t t C
P C d t t P C

P d t t
=   (2) 

  

where P(C|dij, ti, tj) is the likelihood function, P(dij, ti, tj) the marginal probability, and 

P(C) the Bayesian prior representing the probability of observing a native-like pro-

tein-DNA complex. Finally, the likelihood of observation a native-like interatomic 

distance dij can be expressed with the formula: 

 ( ) ( )
( )

( )
, ,

, , , ,
, ,

ij

obs ij i j

ij i j ij i j

obs ij i jd

N d t t
P d t t C f d t t

N d t t
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∑
 (3) 

where Nobs(dij, ti, tj) is the number of contacts observed between two atoms of type 

ti and tj separated by distance dij.  

The volume-fraction corrected DFIRE-based energy function DDNA3 used in our 

modification of original Alamanova et al. approach is based on different theoretical 

background and trained using different dataset. The first statistical energy function 

based on a distance-scaled, finite, ideal-gas reference (DFIRE) state was published in 

2002 [12]: 

 ( )
( )

( )
,

, ,
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, ,

obsDFIRE

i j
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 (4) 

where R is the gas constant, T = 300 K, α = 1.61, Nobs(i,j,r) is the number of ij atom 

pairs within the spherical shell at distance r observed in a given structure database, rcut 

is the cutoff distance, ∆rcut is the bin width at rcut. In our approach we use third genera-

tion of DFIRE-based energy function DDNA3 [8] in the form: 

 ( )
( )

( ) ( )
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 (5) 

which includes atom type dependent volume-fraction correction: 
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and low count correction made to Nobs(i,j,r):  
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The parameters in (5) are set to β = 0.5, η = 0.01, ∆r = 5 Å and rcut = 15 Å. Please 

refer to [8] for further details. 

2.2 Computational approach to PWM matrices 

Starting form crystallographic data available for NF-κB family: the p50 homodi-

mer (PDB entry 1NFK), p50RelB (2V2T), and the p50p65 heterodimer (1VKX) we 

follow the workflow of structure-based PWM calculation described in [4] modified 

using volume-fraction corrected DFIRE-based energy function DDNA3 [8] as a mod-

el of protein-DNA interaction. A 3D structure of a transcription factor bound to its 

target DNA sequence is retrieved from the PDB databank. For each DNA sequence of 

length N as found in the corresponding crystal structure we generate 4N + R random 

sequence fragments of the same length (R should be limited for computational effi-

ciency to e.g. 10
2
). The crystal structures of the DNA chains taken from the corre-

sponding TF-DNA complexes were mutated using the MMTSB (Multiscale Modeling 

Tools for Structural Biology) [13] script mutateNA.pl by fixing the chain backbone 

and substituting one base pair at each step. Sterical inaccuracies should be avoided as 

the script uses a library of torsion parameters for the correct residue rotations. For 

each of the 4N+R random sequences the free energy of binding to the TF was com-

puted using the DDNA31 software [8]. All weights w(i, u) in the PWM (i-position in 

the sequence ranging from 1 to N, u - nucleotides A, C, G, T), such that the binding 

energy predicted by the PWM would maximally correlate with the energy computed 

with the statistical potential can then be predicted by solving the linear equation: 

 =Ax b  (8) 

where x is a vector of 4N dimensions of the estimated weights and A is a binary ma-

trix of dimensions (4N, 4N + R), which contains information on all random DNA 

sequences whose free binding energy was computed. The free binding energy vector 

b consists of 4N + R values obtained with the protein-DNA scoring procedure de-

scribed above. Linear equation can be conveniently solved e.g. by least squares opti-

mization in the Matlab package. 

The statistical potential used for scoring TF-DNA interaction has been calibrated 

for native-like interatomic coordinates. In case of significantly deformed protein 

and/or DNA structure in the complexes a reasonable protein-DNA configuration 
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should be obtained with the help of docking allowing for chain flexibility as imple-

mented in HADDOCK [14]. Alternatively, a short initial optimization (100-300 mo-

lecular mechanics steps) of the protein-DNA complex could be performed using a 

software like AmberTools [15]. 

 

Fig. 1. Workflow of structure-based PWM computation 

3 Results and Discussion 

We applied the described approach to data available for NF-κB family: the p50 

homodimer (PDB entry 1NFK), p50RelB (2V2T), and the p50p65 heterodimer 

(1VKX). See Fig. 2 - 4 for the corresponding sequence logos calculated for each 

PWM (created with enoLOGOS [16]).  
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Fig. 2. The p50p50 logos for our method (top), original Alamanova et al. (middle), 

TRANSFAC (bottom) 

 

Fig. 3. The p50p65 logos for our method (top), original Alamanova et al. (middle), 

TRANSFAC (bottom) 
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Fig. 4. The p50RelB logos for our method (top), original Alamanova et al. (bottom) 

To test the proposed approach we used PWM based TF binding site searching algo-

rithm implemented in NucleoSeq 2.0 software [17] to scan human promoters contain-

ing known, experimentally verified NF-κB binding sites. The only adjustable parame-

ter in NucleoSeq - minimum PWM score was set to 80. We used dataset complied by 

Alamanova et al. [4]. The dataset consists of 124 human promoter sequences belong-

ing to 69 genes known to be regulated by NF-κB. Experimentally confirmed 58 bind-

ing sites can be found only in 31 out of 124 promoter sequences belonging to 25 

genes. We compared scan results of p50p50 and p50p65 matrices calculated using our 

method, original Alamanova et al. implementation and V$P50P50_Q3 and 

V$P50RELAP65_Q5_01 matrices downloaded from TRANSFAC database. Our 

p50p50 and p50p65 recovered 30 and 22 sites respectively, Alamanova et. al p50p50 

matrix found 31 and corresponding TRANSFAC PWM reported 32 sites. For p50p65 

– Alamanova et al. matrix recovered 24 sites while TRANSFAC found 29. Our 

p50p50 matrix recovered additional one and p50p65 five sites not reported by any 

other PWM. Results are shown in Fig. 5. We found that while the correlation between 

protein-DNA scores calculated with Robertson and Varani (used in original Ala-

manova et al. approach) and DDNA3 potentials is strong (Pearson’s r = 0.96) surpris-

ingly sensitivity (understood as change in score magnitude) to DNA mutations is 

much lower for DDNA3 (data not shown). This may result in less specific PWMs and 

explain the fact our matrices detect additional sites missed by Alamanova et al. and 

TRANSFAC PWMs. 
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Fig. 5. Results of the PWM scan of 58 experimentally confirmed NF-κB binding sites 

4 Conclusions 

The resulting new PWM matrices for NF-κB family show similarity to 

TRANSFAC matrices and comparable predictive capabilities. Presented approach is 

general and applicable to any TF for which crystallographic structure of its complex 

with DNA is available. Our results concerning model of HSF1 transcription factor 

binding motif are detailed in [18]. 
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